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Welcome to our introductory email for project osic

Hello everyone,
in respect to your energy if limited resources in one `way, when people are in pockets`
isolated fending for self, yet slowly progress blooms.. then when patches` of reflection shines
on your path giving an abundance of synergy, awareness can make a difference in
microseconds;
please welcome project osic in the building. we will never do it alone, but our structure
is still forming, as we await all to respond to this email, which we are attempting to email
globally all schools/representatives for communities without schools within a short period of
time. Inviting all to interact with our forum from Nabble to be fine-tuned, as we focus direct
together the building blocks for common sense.. For each to interact + build local ecological
sustainable working community where each self-develop harmony as each `boon with their
natural world, leaving no one left behind.
Students come out of schoolroom + into/with community + give hands on support to sort out
daily needs for some to start, after some interpersonal role exchanges, in class aiding those
misusing/abused, until refine/create with rehabs in place working with the local community +
set up a safe over view, a ` welcome format, as all do a local walkabout as a prerequisite;
this is about reflecting with self, when reflect with others, as you build/restore your
local community, to give all a reality of retrospect, knowing when to do what for our self + or
another, locally or a far. giving us yet another good science of common sense to co_evolve with
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+ keep it as good gauges, as we work with ourselves daily addressing, hands on with what
sustains us locally + afar. fueling us to then share in an exchange with those unable.
Understanding that which produces misuse/abuse as we review the effects we leave on our self
+ others.
we all need to ask our self, do we really want to know the truth of our scars on this planet +
beyond, or do we want to pretend they always are left from someone else?? do we want our
children at an early age to grow up aiding those unable locally + afar as we understand their
reality, when unable to do for themselves?? as we take yet another review within + together +
go beyond local channels to get the truth to stop contributing negative effects..
for many have no ideal of one`s personal + community obligations, as well have no local
reflections beyond small groups of like thought, that have accepted each other as normal
behavior or ran in attempts to self-develop, yet unable to free self of negative issues, unable to
explain ones desire, etc.
for decades we have had many leave negative effects on life, yet always we have some
that reflect pure intent of our human potential, yet locals in patches develop while pockets are
left behind as savages. this is our time to assess these behaviors + bring our self to a cloth/table
platform so as to pool our energy globally + beyond + do an exchange. so those left behind
unaware can now reflect with what can be, + together we continue to part time cooperatively
follow thru + integrate good science gauges for all to use.
for the efficiency of simple living requires us to globally link for a variety of positive
reasons. no more will we isolate when we gain so much from taking part assuring each are
aware of their obligations, as we continue to reach out farther + find all these pockets without +
for once share focus, support all to concentrate + sharpen their sensors, as they bring peace to
themselves + their local community.
this is about defining the threads that are worn + torn, for students to link with not
just local community to aid their understanding of what is, rather open to the global family +
explore our unique earth + beyond. that so many locals have cooperatively developed, yet got
overruled as issues got fragmented when a few made decisions for others wrongly;
in this review students fine tune these missing worn torn threads + replace with efficiency.
as all come to cloth/table platform + rethink with like ecosystems/subject, as we network with
local sustaining natural communities that harmonize that which should be, can be + integrate
good science gauges as each is brought to the present + co_evolves..
for all locals to be comfortable, bring self to calm as early signs are deciphered +
appropriate applied, defining how to rid needs, remove baggage, develop offerings + self-satisfy
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without leaving a footprint. This includes prioritizing those imprisoned in their head that live
free in their homes, yet unable to daily sort it out, along with those displaced as we restore
rehabs that can expand with cohousing so all students connect with the undeveloped within all.
Which Orphan Community, whom I just met, has fueled me to see how with so much local
community dysfunction + people not living their full potential, yet in microseconds of hands on
reflection, an abundance of clarity/energy is now made available. As people redirect now a
wealth of offerings present them as the community gets clear with the interdependence we all
have on the natural world. + the fuel it then gives when we `boon with it;
if we restore rehabs to filter people/animals thru as well, back into the wild natural
simple living then all open to our human family + how an immediate placement in a isolated
family now does not have to be prioritized. Rather interpersonal understanding of awareness is.
aiding self-development so each can build their path as they walk it into their opening, now no
one is controlled, interfered with due to the many undeveloped behaviors many carry as
normal. rather supported to be a local, global + beyond responsible participant.
Which brings us closer to our pure intent being shared as our pure purpose more easily
exposes itself as we get fueled from the universe, vs. materialistic desire that many chase as
self-development then gets detained + baggage continues to pile high. Especially as we see
foreign people want to be westernized, which leaves them unable to neither find their own
center nor see what is right below their feet as they are unable to stay happy within their own
skin.

further defining their role vs. ride on the wave of those that interfere, as efficiency builds sound
long term rehabs, giving all the support needed to fully develop, so as to come to cloth/table
community platform as all cooperatively restore self + local community, to its enhanced natural
ability. Where creative energy results from prioritizing function, energy efficiently as natural
cooperative simple living is reflected from those fueled to network due to already addressing
what locally sustains them. As art is daily lived, + good science gauges are understood as
common sense + energy efficiency for all life, supersedes energy developments that interfere in
some life, while yet others gain, this we do not support..
our `plan does it`s local ecological assessment for micro biomes/large browsers trans-boundary
migration as we start from the top with our land/freshwater flow to sea use review.
we ask, whom should define what, for what able being?
no more should there be entities that interfere in one`s ability to develop self. Such as
government deciding on war mode economies by themselves or actually the true role they
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should play at all in large energy developments, when each local community does best with
small alternative energy as a supplement only. no way does it make sense to interfere in a
migratory path of beneficial species when houses already exist + can have solar panels put on
them as locals recycle wires, etc. as efficiency fuels all to lower volts.
as local communities self-sustain locally, fueling all to then part time do an exchange with
those unable afar until they do the same. with all rethinking their effects left by choices made.
Where healing + education becomes co_evolving curriculum with local ecosystems/subject,
developing unique cultural offerings as indigenous people, we are fortunate to still have, have
done successfully, yet this time we integrate good science that has been left in fragments to
bring this to common sense not just for a few patches, but cover all pockets without.
will you want government to continue to exist `as is, if all see it would be a rehab for those
unable to sustain on own, in need of support?? Or can you see more efficiency from legislators
coming back into their local community as interchangeably all roles are filled temporarily as
people do what must until each fine tune themselves.. for people to gain understanding for
simple respect for life, in all exchanges. as wilderness awareness becomes a seasonal exchange
with the natural world. better preparing people for natural earthly changes, vs. emotional
suffering as many do now in ER modes with natural disasters that will always co-evolve, with or
without our negative effects left.
we can build rehabs for it can happen to any of us at any time, where we would
be in need of short or long term support to regain our ability to explore the natural wild + work
within it`s sensitivities as we co_evolve with natures process that we are dependent on as a
living organism housing many. we can do it efficiently so we get reality updates. for we can go
beyond ER preparedness + prevention, while we establish networks to exchange awareness via
like ecosystem/subject + share the process as we restore sound ecological sustaining working
communities. for those times of need, when unable to self-sustain we address early signs that
we can make a difference with, as people share what works or use the tools of rehab to gain
our own center + tools to bring us to the cloth/table as an equal participant.
which once we come together exchanging these ideals as each community self-defines with
their local indigenous as new `ways co_evolve with traditional ethics in respect for life, or carry
forward what has been from long ago that works. aiding tools for all to reflect via like
ecosystem/subject + make these crucial decisions, efficiently to better direct public/natural
resources. now each local community than utilizes local people to resolve in an exchange, if
none then network + bring in, giving all equality, as harmony is developed by all + this fuels
networking for seeking solutions to trigger local application, as well exchanging ideals that work
in support for them to do the same.
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this `way locals gain what is needed to self-sustain their sovereignty.
we know the goodness of the world`s offerings after a bit of being out in it. + know patches
of goodness exist with simple natural living, fueling them to share what works with pockets of
those without, yet to figure it out. so we decided to ask you to help us build an archive to share,
filling in the fragments, that some remain stuck in, unable to simply live.
no need to reinvent the wheel but yes homework is required to take a look, self-observe +
share what works, whether for yourself, your family, your students as they aid the restoration
of your + their community.
please come aboard + fine tune this unique global cloth/table platform, we are
fortunate to have created with Nabble`s assistance;
to lay out that which is stumping many, + gain others feedback, strategies used to create
very nice simple schematics for all to share + add to;
`ways that work for each in like ecosystems/subject, to than bring home + fine tune as
you integrate good science gauges, co_evolving in real time with traditional `ways that work,
which many are very fortunate to have locals as good stewards to our earth to reflect with. that
`boon with their local living environment + build conservation services giving us yet another
sense of what can be, as we develop our human sensitivity to all life.
you may be thinking why we would do this when the internet offers an abundance of simple
projects to self-empower, build community, letting each do their own thing. well it is because
when we pool our thoughts, gain synergy from sharing this earth + beyond, we than go beyond
the fragmentation of bad science + belief, for many are not living with their true human
potential. Let alone many are carrying behaviors passed on, thinking there is no other `way;
as all than can feel the energy of efficiency, so as to seriously overcome ill health, ill
policy + the war mode economy that exists globally as it sucks up valuable resources.
Now living as a local + sharing the harmony as we understand our obligation that fuels our inner
tools that allows us to explore with mental clarity + physical energy + cooperatively gain as we
unite building a community to our fullest natural potential. where resources are exchanged
locally. no more waste traveling across the planet.
if you have this efficiency already we welcome you to come share it, so those without can
go figure, or together we can rethink as we again self-observe to see whose effects are
interfering + what exchange is needed for people in local communities to aid good rehabs so no
one is left with daily struggles to simply live. bringing all to the community cloth/table platform
to now become aware as a `plan is created for restoration enhanced potentials, as with agro-
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ecology, starting from the top in this review, where students actually manifest modes of
investment always posted. as people go thru the local tapering transition, making wrongs right
as each is supported to rethink + become whole + again offer creative offerings that this time
around are needed/appreciated/contribute to local living..
To self-sustain within a sustainable local community, fueling us to reach out to
those in need, to do same...
Creating ethnic cultural exchanges as all `boon with their natural world, fueling great
self-expression as all once again live it vs. tell story alone of what it once was like..
please take a review;
http://i-come-to-talk-story-net.3220728.n2.nabble.com/
we have yet to upload a 160 page or so document welcoming you to project osic on the
forum, with an overview. we are actively pursuing ideals, defining which way can best support
this walkabout + get global exposure. so we may fund raise + sell a book mode online along
with giving to each school as they come back + post, showing interest, after receiving this email.
we are at now, still in search of reps globally + international bulk school email lists we may
of missed. US Ed Dept. has given us theirs. While we await research to come back with good
feedback so we reach out to all. sharing our planet + beyond together as we simply live local,
reflecting from those already do_in.
if you receive this email + know of these people we have not been able to reach, please
share forum subcategory link to post bulk email;
http://i-come-to-talk-story.3220728.n2.nabble.com/place-bulk-school-emaillist-community-representitive-with-no-school-link-here-f7473806.html
or just share forum link above + they have access to come, so we all on same page as we create
these fine tuning steps along the `way, sharing synergy to resolve, create + offer options for
solutions for each local community to balance genetic bio-diversity in their biome(s). people
prioritize function energy efficiently adding creative self-expression, creating 1 good universal
science that integrates locally so as to flow with nature + co_evolve, as music fills the air + art is
lived, wahoo!
this document being edited now, that you may see on our forum, or get emailed to you,
once you respond or perhaps in an online book as a fund raiser, etc?? is a story welcoming
students into our community as they come out of the school room + together build a self, aid
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with hands on those in ER mode like- to sort stuff out, than when organized, gather all + fine
tune their `plan;
without leaving a footprint. so all undeveloped students within, as community members
can have support in place to become a local, global + beyond participant with hands
on/curriculum that co_evolves alongside.
students network applications for their local community`s ecosystem type/subject as
strategies are shared + schematics created, along with talking to new + long working natural
cooperatives that sustain self-reliance. fueling them to share part time what works, as the
international community wants to live local + network so all can do the same as each go figure +
apply a good universal science to share our common denominators of earth + beyond, that
speak the same verbiage. Ending the war mode economy + military, as locals self-sustain.
yes peace is our option if we share what works, + our experiences in our travels reveal
examples, so as not to go backward, rather patches of goodness reflect with pockets without as
all come together thru Nabble`s forum + post thought in the working, for feedback in like
ecological assessments/strategies so as to have simple respect for all life with gauges as with
agro-ecology creating local curriculum from indigenous that are still good stewards, etc. +
actual schematics where people can reflect + allow it to trigger what they can bring home + fine
tune so as to co_evolve with their biome(s).
now all are understanding their obligations to build local sound sustainable communities
that now link our global genetic bio-diversity as our earth works efficiently addressing some of
our human produced issues. Not to mention old policy that looks prehistoric, totally
disconnected from reality with no good science in place that speaks the same language as our
neighbors locally + afar.. now students will network with young + old as each community
integrates a working curriculum to co_evolve with their natural biome(s) + speak same
language.
Via reflection of those simply living, we gain understanding of our misuse/abuse
presently in place producing negative effects, as they use gauges as in agroecology/permaculture/natural indigenous `ways to set precedence of making a transition as we
work out of negative realities into positive effects.
starting from the top with a land/freshwater flow to sea use review + each community
makes a `plan. to restore + move on as we gain balance, maintain mental clarity + physical
strength along with sharing seasonal bi`joy experiences from the restored ethnic environmental
services that truly give amazing tools to aid our clarity.
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we focus direct only to not interfere so local administrative/teachers/community –
business/students can rethink this together. each take review, interrelates as good
concentration develops;
to actually see how you can adjust in a tapering transition, so as to use it as a good
tool to work thru present good + bad, making it stable, efficient + productive. to calmly flow
with + out of your existing interpersonal baggage/ curriculums/community issues that are
negative, adding positive experiences for you to reflect with + then allow it to trigger your local
decisions to create your cooperative community `plan, etc.
for each to choose + define with students taking responsibility, to come back in an
interchangeable role + utilize virtual tools to network/post to bring options back to the
cloth/table for all to review.
we don`t market computers, we support good tools but feel all community should have a
choice + anything done on computer should also be done eye to eye;
yes we think students should learn computer, than have a choice once out of school
to do or not. this `way our world will have young sharp minds, creating common sense to be
integrating good science, as they explore, raise a family + continue to build local community
where every they choose, + apply this co_evolving science.
Not just leave it behind in the classroom as it is fragmented now.
Not lost in software/computer, rather gain human potential of balanced sound common
sense communicating eye to eye, prioritizing the natural world, that sustains us as a living
organism, seriously addressing to rid toxic negative effects left on all life, etc.
this welcome to project osic document is easy reading, lots of examples/links, few photos, for
one to take a note pad as they start. than work it into one`s life as each get triggered by
thought + co_evolve it for themselves. As each than go figure best `way to share their issues as
they focus on them in a walkabout with local community;
once school/students/community, coordinates a hands on interpersonal how
to in class, where each can see the other as a community member, to address the over view of
local community, as they plan the `plan, ending up as good engineers for their own self + aiding
others in need, as they organize + coordinate, supporting those unable..
to feel the nice energy that surfaces once each local community member, can
now come to the cloth/table format established so all safely recognize the program + can now
offer an exchange.
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what better `way for a student to develop themself, then to have hands on building their
community as they walk side by side as an equal, with the many degreed, along with those
degreed yet unskilled in the work field. many will than see the positive/negative effects left as
they do this walkabout in their clients/patients/students, etc. local turf.
leaving positive effects just excel more to aid those still not understanding they are
misusing/abused.
we appreciate constructive feedback to be posted on Nabble in appropriate
subcategory + then we will be notified + will do our homework to rethink + make changes.
in saying that, how likely is it that you as a teacher/administrator/student/community member,
will actually get access to this invite + or have resources to share this locally with all, thru this
email? Does your procedure support you to share this? how would you suggest our good ideals
to best be assimilated by you, so as to truly enjoy what many are co_evolving with now, as they
live simple natural lives, many in home schooling or private or public or without, but we feel all
together can make this special, leaving no one left behind. + feel working with this simple
format leaves amazing options.
Please post comment + share with us on schools/community talk subcategory in forum
what will work for you, as you share this with others + let all know how to reach out, as in if you
are a school, share + work with students + create a news bulletin so all students ask
community/parents, etc?? can you as a school incorporate this with teachers + students
working together, adding it to existing curriculum so as to co_evolve for solutions building local
community? propose to your school administration?? what could we do differently?? or say??
ex; you as well can create freely your own forum from Nabble specializing + can use ours
until or continue if it relates to building community.
plus what we share gives everyone freedom to customize their own creative offerings,
co_evolving as we continue to create ethnic cultural exchanges, prioritizing function, energy
efficiently with creative expression, leaving no one left behind.
live once again or for 1st time experience + explore with the many good local sensitive
skilled people we are fortunate to have that have remained being good stewards of our
land/seas/freshwaters. + with good use of virtual tools can make a pen pal + we support that
being your best interpersonal `way to dig deep with that long overdue connection with
yourself, building new neuro networks as you work that within + now integrate this shared
subject as you co_evolve + apply it for your local community, which will help support each to
self-develop;
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when you explore building your path as you walk it into your opening, you stop in +
visit your pen pal + woolah, you have a great friend to be your best tour guide.
do you see how nice this multifaceted project osic can be with yourself + all your
community members/students within all, having a chance to self-develop. you have just heard
a piece of it. So please come make this nice as we share this earth together, with young + old in
harmony, as we calmly rid our baggage + end unhealthy aggression. leave the war mode
economy behind as we create good relations within our human species potential, which is
incredible as we set our local cloth/table platform to build new neuro networks for all locally +
afar.. + we start it with our local food sovereignty. Now curriculum shares same good science.
we are not religious, we feel that is a story for each to personally define after they
explore, as long as it allows support for each to maintain discipline over one`s self-sensory
observation, vs. belief. self-satisfying as they leave no footprint.
with project osic we suggest interchangeable roles locally with no multi-tasking, 1 at a time
issue focused + followed thru as it responsibly gets passed on to another until everyone locally
gets a chance of all roles, etc.. than as each pursue their extended education, others locally +
afar gives incentive, to be defined by each educational institution/community. to than invite
them/or they pursue their pen pal desires to explore + aid others in this local self-reliant,
efficient, community building.
now with tallies, those that have developed needed sensitivities, are easily chosen to
supply training for locals to self-sustain/restore their specifics. so locals maintain their local
sovereignty in supporting their commons to now sustain the local community as they work it.
with yet good modes of sound investment offers always on the table, as investors go thru the
tapering transition locally, now being well aware of wrongs making them right, along with
rethinking as they themselves interpersonally become whole + now recreate for their local
community it`s real needs + sharing it`s offerings locally.
No more layers of consumption + waste traveling from afar.
No more false green movement of large development interfering in micro/large trans
boundary migration/local peoples or their ability to control own commons, etc. now rather
these species lead our path. + our students become good engineers not exceeding natural
enhanced limits as they work with the agro-ecology gauges in place, starting with the land,
from the top, as a land/freshwater flow to sea use review is done, + a `plan in motion to
restore. as with Prof. Miguel Altieri`s curriculum he creates working with indigenous out in the
world, as he co_evolves + teaches it at Berkeley, CA. please review his website, for we have
many solutions;
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http://ourenvironment.berkeley.edu/people_profiles/miguel-altieri/
we feel good science is not being integrated, rather it is fragmented + we feel this is a
more efficient `way for each to obtain mental clarity + physical strength, along with energy
friendly restored communities where people live locally sustainable. we care that large
development may interfere in the micro/large browsers migration. we care that people that are
imprisoned in own head, enslaved by misuse/abuse can`t find a `way out by themself, we care
that everyone cannot enjoy traveling this planet + beyond, enjoying the world`s wealth from
indigenous ethnic ecological connections, as they have built conservation services that are true
community builders/tools. that now once bright young/old minds work together will use
intuitive based thought as high tech of sound value along with indigenous perspective brought
in + assessed, will then be experimented with before any development.
we never thought we would have to train a farmer, or a politician or a investor or a doctor
or a judge, etc. in simple respect for life rights, but with our scars left on planet earth + beyond,
we all need a bit of support to build new neuro networks, setting a natural state of being. to get
all on the same page as each free themself of baggage + rid the misuse/abuse, leaving no one
left behind, as we gain from those that are fueled to part time give this support from a far, as
they have harmony establish as they simply live daily with hands on with what sustains them.
this is a multifaceted strategy knowing the great abundance of potential energy just
awaiting to harmonize, + as we do this together we all gain the synergy from it`s affects;
as young/old students aid each other as they gain the greatness of living local simply, no
multitasking, rather understanding as each integrate `boon with the natural world. taking part,
as well taking responsibility freely for the maintenance of their local school to harmonize with
their local community via working within the ecosystems enhanced limits with gauges in place.
now truly preparing each to explore before settling in, living as a local where ever they
choose producing their desire responsibly. + now being interpersonally aware have better
communications with family, not leaving them to define themself, rather now including them to
walk side by side as each self-develop. this is our human potential once this material
understood + you take part using/creating it for yourself, + your community.
we feel this will end the war mode economy as students tally local who is doing what +
what can be vs. what is in modes as you welcome those leaving negative effects into your local
tapering transition, where all gain in the exchange as the one leaving negative effects now
rethinks + once again comes back into local community of choice working within natures limits,
making wrongs right locally + afar.
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this will also set a precedence to ethical use of our global market as simple life is prioritized, + a
commons is protected + worked as with agro-ecology gauges in place, changing the perspective
of off-limits, rather now recognize there is no cognitive separation of ecological categories,
rather it is one`s cognitive interpretation needing to be understood.
we are a living organism dependent on a healthy balance of genetic bio-diversity locally +
to link them globally.
we use our daily natural grown fresh local food/medicine/local wild caught fish, as our
best gauge for our health + ability to work + co_evolve as a human species, not to mention all
the life we house + upon us/around us that build our/all life`s natural world to `boon with.
it is our small natural farmers + small commercial fisher folks that have hands on with the
elements that need prioritized cooperative support, to sustain our food sovereignty at a fair
cost to all. so that no regulatory board interferes in their direct line of exchange as they have to
deal with the elements giving them enough resistance;
Nor layers of wasteful legislation that should not even exist, once they continue to
untangle the web they/all have all taken part of knowingly or not + rid, once all sit down in
cloth/table discussion in a tapering transition identifying/exchanging `ways that work, where
able locals self-sustain + those unable are supported until not needed to also come into the
platform as an equal.
giving all another rethinking process to define their place vs. a/type of rehab, if
needed at all, + ask are they personally living as a responsible local participant, so we all
cooperatively build local, global + beyond community for all to become aware. Where real time
issues are resolved from locals + our local students as they restore this soundness with their
local people/understand threads that produce negative + positive results/links/rehabs restoring
working sustainable natural communities that integrate the science gauges to set these
priorities;
to live the arts, as music + fresh smells of local grown/local wild fish natural food potlucks,
fill the air. As we celebrate, which fuels us to share local + neighbors afar, so others can do the
same. once student`s prerequisites locally completed, each reach out farther + together focus
direct efficiently in the next` move do_in on patches` virtual message board to bring us eye-toeye, in an exchange so as to go within + define our effects left contributing, as well share what
works with those left unable..
creating a number of avenues from good local shared tool shops, for clarity, physical
strength, shared tools to quickly access in need when in the elements working, so cooperatively
resources are shared vs. high profits to outsiders, etc;
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building schools of variety to suit the technical local needs, provide a link from
students to repair the worn torn threads as they create a direct line of communication for all
needs to be rid efficiently, as they pursue their local community responsibility, leaving no one
left behind. as each become an activist of common sense, bringing all layers/all regulatory
people to the table, so no existing policy is ruled on by a few. As they then interfere in
another`s ability to `boon responsibly with their natural world + do their job. so as to be clear of
issues so no more, do fragments rule, rather each sit down, understand as examples clearly are
discussed as they do hands on with real issues, giving them then a variety to further selfdevelop their choice as each is supported to build their path as they walk into their opening,
after finishing these local community prerequisites..
building museums to not just appreciate what was, as we talk story of the past,
rather to further support the indigenous/local `ways so as to continue to daily build upon what
is most efficient, as folks that are even homeless or had to be relocated, can again connect, as a
`way is defined to once again live in choice of ecosystem so as to continue to obtain `boon with
the natural community/family, as each day exchanges cultural experiences that co_evolves,
creates yet another good science to be shared by all..
we can rid + understand our early signs of perception + learn how to responsibly edit +
apply as we understand how we produce + can rid this disassociated energy that has produced
fragmented misinformation/waste/confusion, etc.
your feedback is appreciated, as we continue to plug in stepping stones we all
can share as the human species, making this project more efficient.
our `about us, in forum gives a good idea of what started this, as we built a sailboat + sailed out
in the world + we are presently selling the 1 we have, to then get another to finish networking
with the rest of the world. as well the forum gives you an ideal of what works, as we worked
hard to make this simple + became a voice of many.
others have a lot more bells + whistle which we don`t, but we represent our combined`
effect, for many that where not so fortunate to continue on. so we work hard at programming,
going thru the scammers/viruses even from US AID as we wrote our grant app. along with
knowing how dangerous confused/ill people can be. up until now we have not received any
donations, rather we supported many with our own funds, until we lost quite a bit of
investment when the banks went down, but still take responsibility for contributing.
soon once receive confirmation of our 501.c3 non-profit status will open for donations;
we ask people to pay what can so others without can also come aboard, while others that
can give more do.
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this project or any project your community develops with good efficiency can be done
simply, + it is up to each school/community to creatively do as you see fit, + we invite you to
share in our tools to build these local + afar tools, for all to have freely or at little cost.
we have been very fortunate to co_evolve as we experienced simple pure intent along the
`way + hope you enjoy as we have + still are.
Good day + looking forward to you or your community representative coming aboard in an
interchangeable role. For we are like the father of the recently deceased musician Doc Watson,
as he stated to Doc at a young age with Doc being blind, as he handed him a guitar + said i will
try to get you a better one, but this may help you get thru the world..

Thank you for this review, please make space to take part, this can be better developed

by our combined` effects..
Sincerely, kara j Lincoln
come talk + help us build project osic as we build an archive + share what works

i come to talk story
forum; patches` virtual message board to bring us eye-to-eye
http://i-come-to-talk-story-net.3220728.n2.nabble.com/
Begin as the student within awakens as you walk side by side with your local community..

